NSF Fellowships (2011-12)
Natsuki Atagi  
Lily Brown  
Colleen Carpinella  
Melissa Chan  
Jessica Chiang  
Halina Dour  
Melissa Fales  
Benjamin Gunter  
Courtney Hooker  
Ines Jurcevic  
DJ Lick  
Jared Torre

NSF Honorable Mentions (2011-12)
Lauren Berkovits  
Whitney Brammer  
Jeffrey Bye  
Elizabeth Castle  
Janine Dutcher  
Ruth Ellingsen  
Gennady Erlikhman  
Avital Falk  
Natasha Fourquet  
Patricia Moreno  
Brian Odegaard  
Tara Patterson  
Jennifer Perusini  
Vanessa Rodríguez Barrera  
Yalda T. Uhls  
Stephanie Vezich  
Amy Williams

Ford Foundation Predoctoral Fellowship (2011-12)
Vincent Allen  
Daisy Camacho – Alternate  
Courtney Hooker – Alternate  
Ines Jurcevic – Honorable Mention  
Tara Patterson – Honorable Mention

NRSA Awards
Lisa Benson - Ruth Kirschstein NRSA, Individual Predoctoral Fellowship

Graduate Division Awards (2011-12)
Laurie Brenner – Dissertation Year Fellowship  
Kathryn Brooks - Dissertation Year Fellowship  
Halina Dour - UCLA Affiliates, Philip & Aida Siff, Mandel Privately Endowed Fellowships  
Holly Hamilton - Dr. Ursula Mandel Privately Endowed Fellowship  
James Li - Dissertation Year Fellowship  
Tage Rai - Dissertation Year Fellowship  
Jennifer Regan - Dr. Ursula Mandel Privately Endowed Fellowship  
Natalie Wieland - Dissertation Year Fellowship
Graduation Division Research Mentorship Fellowships (2011-12)

Whitney Brammer                  Christina Larson
Kelly Courtney                   Richard LeBeau
Halina Dour                      Betty Liao
Janine Dutcher                   Elizabeth Raposa
Shula Green                      Amy Williams
Holly Hamilton                   Stephanie Vezich

Graduate Division Summer Research Mentorship Awards (2011)

Vincent Allen                    Alexandra Dupont            Delana Parker
Brandon Barakat                  Ruth Ellingsen               Tara Patterson
Lisa Benson                      Gennady Erlikhman            Jennifer Perusini
Lauren Berkovits                 Avital Falk                   Elizabeth Raposa
Monica Birnbaum                  Natasha Fourquet             Michael Reding
Wesley Bonifay                   Michael Garcia                Vanessa Rodriguez
Whitney Brammer                  Emma Geller                   Barrera
Lily Brown                       Elizabeth Goldenberg         Majed Samad
Dorothy Buchli                   Angie Guan                     Lauren Sherman
Lauren Burakowski                Ben Gunter                    Renee Shimizu
Jeffrey Bye                      Holly Hamilton                KP Thai
Daisy Camacho                    Courtney Hooker               Jared Torre
Colleen Carpinella               Erica Hornstein               Kirsten Trickey
Elizabeth Castle                 Ines Jurcevic                Will Tsai
Kelly Cavanaugh                  Casey Knifsend               Yalda T. Uhls
Melissa Chan                     Lauren Krogh                  Stephanie Vezich
Dawn Chen                        Christina Larson               Patricia Voege
Jessica Chiang                   Meghan Meyer                  Joshua Wiley
Courtney Clark                   Nathasha Moallem              Amy Williams
Michael Cohen                    Patricia Moreno               Hannah Williamson
Christopher Conway               Andrea Niles                  Veronica Yan
Kelly Courtney                   Brian Otegaard               Heejung Park
Halina Dour                      

UC DIGSSS Summer Awards (2011)
Matthew Jackson

Psychology Dept. Teaching Practicum Program Participants (2011)

Caroline Crump
Andrew Galperin
Mariel Kyger
Adriana Manago
Samantha Simmons
Psychology Department Awards
Amber Ankowski-2011 Millard Madsen Distinguished Dissertation Award
Kathryn Brooks- Franz Distinguished Teaching Assistant Award 2010-11
Lisa Christensen - Franz Distinguished Teaching Assistant Award 2010-11
Lupita Espinoza- Norma and Seymour Feshbach Doctoral Dissertation Award
Virginia Huynh – Chertoff Graduate Student Service Award 2011
Dave Frederick – Chertoff Graduate Student Service Award 2011
Jeri Little – Joseph A. Gengerelli Distinguished Dissertation Award 2011
Jenny Louie – Psychology Dept. Dissertation Year Fellowship
Adriana Manago-2011 Millard Madsen Distinguished Dissertation Award
Sylvia Morelli - PGSA Peer Mentoring Award 2010-11, PROPS Graduate Mentor
Mariana Preciado - Harold H. Kelley Basic Research Paper Award
Michael Vendetti – Franz Distinguished Teaching Assistant Award 2010-11

UCLA Awards
Christopher Conway – 2011 UCLA Center for Society & Genetics Graduate Fellowship
Angie Guan - CBD Fellowship
Christina Larson - Elizabeth Blackwell, MD Award, UCLA Center for the Study of Women.
James Li - Graduate Fellowship, UCLA Center for Society and Genetics
Cameron Neece - Charles E. and Sue K. Young Graduate Student Award
Lauren Sherman - CBD Fellowship
Lizzie Thompson - Career Dev. Fellowship, UCLA Division Cancer Prevention and Control Research, Charles Y. Nakamura Scholarship
Will Tsai- FPR-UCLA Culture, Brain, and Development (CBD) fellowship

Extramural Awards
Alexandra Dupont - Society of Behavioral Medicine Student Researcher Award
Lupita Espinoza - University of California Institute for Mexico and the United States (UC MEXUS) Grant, SPSSI Grants-in-Aid Research Grant
Dylan Gee - NIMH Summer Institute in Cognitive Neuroscience Fellowship
Courtney Hooker – SPSSI Clara Mayo Research Grant
Jeri Little – Glushko-Samuelson Foundation Travel Grant (2011), Finalist, Spencer Foundation Dissertation Fellowship, 2010-2011
Meghan Meyer - NSF East Asia and Pacific Summer Institute Fellowship (2010)
Mariana Preciado - SPSSI Grants-in-Aid Research Grant
Amy Williams – SPSSI Clara Mayo Research Grant

Training Grants (2011-12)
Christopher Conway - NIH Training Grant in Genomic Analysis and Interpretation
Kelly Courtney - UCLA Training Program in Translational Neuroscience of Drug Abuse (TNDA)
Lindsay Halladay - NIH Neural Microcircuits Training Grant
Andrea Niles - NIMH Biobehavioral Aspects of Mental and Physical Health
Natasha Moallem – UCLA Training Program in Translational Neuroscience in Drug Abuse (TNDA)
Patty Moreno - NIGMS Health Psychology and Population Sciences
Elizabeth Raposa - NIMH Biobehavioral Aspects of Mental and Physical Health
Molly Tartter - NIMH Training grant in Psychobiology
Josh Wiley - NIGMS Health Psychology and Population Sciences

**APA Student Travel Awards (2011)**
Kate Humphreys
Justin Lavner
Sylvia Morelli

**Congratulations to all of our students for all of your hard work and many accomplishments!**